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A "length-preserving processor" is in essence a nondeterministic linear bounded 
automaton with auxiliary storage. Length-preserving processors are partitioned into 
classes according to their methods of handling storage, and each class is termed an 
"abstract family of length-preserving processors" (AFLP). The smallest AFLP, i.e. 
the family of linear bounded automata, nd the family of context-sensitive languages 
defined by it are characterized as the smallest families having certain containment 
and closure properties. These properties motivate the definition of an "abstract family 
of length-preserving operations," (AFLO), and a "closed abstract family of languages" 
(closed AFL). Every AFLP computes an AFLO and each of a broad class of storage- 
bounded subfamilies of an AFLP computes an AFLO or a "weak" AFLO. Further, 
every AFLO is computed by the linear-storage-bounded subfamily of some AFLP. 
The language associated with an AFLO proves to be a closed AFL. Conversely, 
every closed AFL defines an AFLO. The notions of "principal AFLO" and "principal 
closed AFL" are introduced. Applications are made to writing acceptor theory, 
INTRODUCTION 
Arbitrary automata may be viewed in two closely related yet distinct ways: as 
recognition devices or as devices for computing functions. From the first perspective, 
the language accepted by a device is the main object of study, while from the second 
perspective the function itself, its domain, its range, and the word-set encoding its 
input-output relation are alternately objects of study and tools of the investigation. 
In 1967 unifying framework for the study of one-way recognition devices and their 
accepted languages was provided by the theory of abstract families of acceptors (AFA) 
and abstract families of languages (AFL) proposed by Ginsburg and Greibach [1]. 
In the same year Hopcroft and Ullman [2] defined "balloon automata" to include 
the one- and two-way recognition devices. Further work by Ginsburg is presented 
in a current monograph [3]. In 1968 Rose [4] formulated the concept of an "abstract 
family of processors" (AFP) to provide a similar basis for the study of families of 
* Ph.D. Dissertation submitted to Case Western Reserve University. Thesis adviser was 
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two-way automata s devices for computing functions. In each approach, automata 
are partitioned into classes according to their methods of handling storage, and 
closure properties common to the classes are derived. The conclusions of AFA and 
balloon automata theory apply to families of languages as simple as the E-free regular 
sets, while AFP theory is concerned with families of languages at least as complex as 
the recursively enumerable sets. 
In the introduction to his work [4] Rose notes the need for study of abstract families 
of languages of intermediate computing power. The present work is one approach 
to this study. Its goal is to supply the unifying framework for the study of two-way 
processors which are at least as powerful as linear bounded automata (lba) that compute 
length-preserving functions. Toward this end we introduce a model of an automaton 
called a "length-preserving processor" (lpp) which is in essence a nondeterministic 
linear bounded automaton with auxiliary storage. Its principal role is to compute 
an output function, which has as domain the language accepted by the lpp and which 
assigns to each input word the set of output words. These and related ideas, as well 
as the concept of "abstract family of length-preserving processors" (AFLP) are made 
precise in Section 1. 
In Section 2, the simplest AFLP is identified with the family of linear bounded 
automata. Properties which will be seen to characterize this family are abstracted 
to define the concept of an "abstract family of length-preserving operations" (AFLO). 
A "weak" AFLO, a family with less structure than an AFLO, is also defined. 
Closure properties of the family of output functions, F(~) computed by an AFLP ~,  
are established in Section 3. F(~) is an AFLO and each of a broad class of storage- 
bounded subfamilies of ~ computes an AFLO or a weak AFLO. Further, certain 
subfamilies are completely characterized by AFLO properties. 
In Section 4, closure properties which characterize the family of languages associated 
with an AFLO are derived from AFLO properties. The concept of "closed AFL" 
is introduced, and every closed AFL is identified with the family of languages accepted 
by the linear-storage-bounded subfamily of some AFLP. Finally, the family of 
context-sensitive languages is seen to be the smallest closed AFL and a subfamily 
of every closed AFL. 
The concepts of "principal AFLO" and "principal closed AFL" are introduced 
in Section 5. Every principal closed AFL gives rise to a principal AFLO and conversely. 
Finally, every principal AFLO is identified with the family of output functions of 
the linear-storage-bounded subfamily of an AFLP which makes use of a finite number 
of "oracles." 
Examples of AFLP in the current literature are considered in Section 6. The 
families of languages accepted by "writing pushdown acceptors" [5] and "writing 
stack acceptors" [6] prove to be principal closed AFL's. Finally, two areas for further 
investigation are indicated. 
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1. LENGTH-PRESERVING PROCESSORS 
As its name implies, a length-preserving processor (lpp) is simply a processor, 
with the added limitation that the words appearing on the input tape at the beginning, 
at each intermediate stage and at the end of any computation have the same length. 
For the sake of completeness we summarize here the intuitive description and 
formal definition of a processor essentially as it is given by Rose [4], making the 
necessary adaptation to provide for the length-preserving limitation, and incorporating 
the revised but equivalent formulation introduced by Rose in unpublished notes 
in the fall of 1970 [7]. 
A (nondeterministic) lpp is a system consisting of a finite control which can assume 
any one of a finite set of internal states, an input tape and an auxiliary storage. These 
latter are words. An lpp operates according to a finite set of "move-rules". One form, 
a right input move, reads: " I f  control is in state p and if word u occurs just right of 
the pointer, then put control into state q, pass over u and replace it by v, a word of 
the same length as u." A left input move is described similarly. There are rules which 
apply only at the ends of the input tape. Finally, two types of rules govern the 
operations on the storage. The first, an information move reads: " I f  control is in state p 
and storage sends information 7, then put control into state q." The second, a trans- 
formation move, provides that if control is in state p, then control sends instruction 3
and goes into state q. In general a choice must be made among several applicable rules. 
After any rule is applied the storage contains only symbols occurring either in the 
storage before transformation or in the rule. 
A "computation" by an lpp starts with the control in one of a specified set of 
"start states," the pointer at the left end of the input tape and the storage empty. 
The computation proceeds in a sequence of steps involving changes of state, input 
word, pointer position and storage, as directed by the move-rules. I f  the computation 
ends it does so with the control in one of a specified set of "stop states," the pointer 
at the right end of the input tape and the storage again empty. I f  a computation 
begins with word z on the input tape and ends with word z'  on the input tape, then 
z is "accepted" and z' is an "output" of z. It is clear that an lpp accepts a set of words 
and at the same time computes a length-preserving function relating outputs to inputs. 
We now proceed to the formal description of a processor and its length-preserving 
counterpart. Throughout this and the following sections of this paper, K, Z, T will be 
fixed infinite sets of symbols, not necessarily countable or disjoint. Internal states 
of finite controls are represented by symbols from K called states. Input tapes are 
represented by words over the set Z i of input symbols. Auxiliary storages, as well 
as storage information and instructions, are represented by words over the set / "  of 
i By a word over set A is meant any element of the free semigroup A* with identity ~ generated 
by A. A + denotes A* -- {E}. In particular if 4 is the empty set, 4* = {E} and 4 + = 4. 
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storage symbols. Let ~ (the pointer) be a symbol not in K w Z' ~) F. A configuration is an 
ordered triple (p, x ~'y, ~) with p ~K, xy ~ Z*, ~ ~ F*. In the above configuration, 
p, x ~ y, x, y, xy, and n are called the state, input, left input subword, right input subword, 
input word, and storage, respectively. 
DEFINITION 1.1. An information function is any mapping g from P* into F* 
such that g(a) = e iff a ~ e. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A transformation function is any mapping f from F* • / '* 
in to / ' *  such thatf(~, e) = c~ and every symbol inf(~, 8) occurs in a3. 
DEFINITION 
and q in 1s u 
configurations. 
R(p, q, u, v) 
L(p, q, u, v) 
S(p, q) 
r q) 
t~g(P, q, ~') 
/~f(P, q, ~) 
1.3. Given any information function g, transformation function f, p 
and v in X*, ~/ and 3 in F*, define the following relations between 
= {(p, x ~ uy, ~) x (q, ~v ~ y, ~) 1 ~y e z* ,  ~ ~ r*},  
- -  {(p, xu ~y, ~) • (q, x ~ vy, ~) [ xy  E 27*, a e F*}, 
--  {(p, xL ~) • (q, xL  ~) I x e Z*, ~ ~ r*},  
= {(P, ~y, ~) • (q, ~y, ~) l y e X*, ~ ~ F*}, 
= {(p, ~ ~y, ~) • (q, ~ ~y, ~) I xy ~ z* ,  ~ ~ v*,  g(~) = r}, 
= {(p, x ] 'y, o 0 • (q, x ~y, f (~,  8)) ] xy e X*, ~ e F*}. 
Each such relation is called a move with respect o g and f. R(p, q, u, v) is called a 
right input move; L(p, q, u, v), a left input move; $(p, q), a right end move; r q), 
a left end move; I%(P, q, 7), an information move; and/~,(p, q, 8), a transformation move. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let information function g and transformation function f be 
given. A processor with respect o g and f is an ordered 5-tuple P ----- (g, f, M, q0, ql) 
where M is a finite set of moves with respect o g and f, and q0 and ql ~ K. 
DEFINITION 1.5. The state alphabet, the input alphabet, and the storage alphabet, 
denoted by Kp,  Xp, and F e respectively, are the finite subsets of K, 27, and F involved 
in the description of processor P. More precisely: 1 ~ q0 and qt are in K~;  
20 if R(p, q, u, v), L(p, q, u, v), $(p, q), r q), ~*o(P, q, 7) or /~I(P, q, 3) is in M, 
thenp and q are in Kp,  every symbol occurring in uv is in 27 e , every symbol occurring 
in 73 is in / 'p  ; 3 o all members of Ke,  Ze and F e are given by 1 ~ and 2 ~ 
Notation. Let ~ and ~7 be configurations; let /z be a move. We write ~ =>../ if 
(~, ~7) ~/z; ~ :~M ~ if for some/~ in M g =>. 7; g =>~t ~ if ~ =~.~ "" =~.. ~ for some 
sequence /h ,-.-,/~ of moves in M; g *~M ~/ if ~ ~ ~ for some n ~> 0; ~ ~+ ~ if 
n ~M ~ for some n > 0. 
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DEFINITION 1.6. Let P = (g,f, M, qo, ql) be a processor. I f (%, ~x, ~) *~u (q. YL ~) 
then x is accepted by P and y is an output of x. The relation {(x, y) [ y is an output of x} 
is called the output function of P (or the input-output relation of P). Denote the output 
function of P by F v . Then by the usual notation for relations, tv(x ) = {y ] (x, y) ~Fv} 
for x a word, andFe(X)  = UxexFv(x) for X a word-set. I t  is clear thatF  v is an operation 
over X v .2 The domain of f  v is called the accepted language z of P. Denote it by L(P). 
DEFINITION 1.7. Given information function g and transformation function f ,  
the family of all processors with respect o g and f is called the abstract family of 
processors (AFP) with respect o g and f. 
DEFINITION 1.8. Let /z  be a move such that if ~ ~,  ~7 then the input words of 
and ~7 have the same length. 4 We say that /z is length-preserving. Processor P is a 
length-preserving processor (lpp) if its moves are length-preserving. 
We now define the principal objects and tools of our investigation. 
DEFINITION 1.9. Given information function g and transformation function f ,  
the family of all length-preserving processors with respect o g and f is called the 
abstract family of length-preserving processors (AFLP) with respect o g and f.  The 
family of output functions of an AFLP  ~ is denoted by F (~) ;  the family of accepted 
languages, by L(~).  Thus V(~) = {Fe ] P ~ ~} and L(~)  = {L(P) [ P ~ ~}. 
In the rest of this section let ~ be an AFLP  with respect o some fixed g and f. 
Let P = (g, f,  M, qo, ql) be a member of ~ .  In order to make the concepts related to 
storage limited subfamilies more precise we include some additional vocabulary. 
Let ~ and ~7 be configurations;  an integer. We write "~ *~u ~ within storage s" 
if there exist configurations ~0 ,-.., ~m, each with storage length ~< s, such that 
DEFINITION 
themselves. A
a(rm) ~ ro(m) 
1.10. A tape function is any mapping from the positive integers into 
superlinear tape function is an increasing tape function a satisfying: 
for all positive integers r and m. 
DEFINITION 1.11. Let ~ be a tape function. I f  (%, tx, e)*~u (ql ,Y~', ~) within 
If T is a mapping from A* into the finite subsets of B* for finite alphabet B, then T is an 
operation over A, with domain, the set ofx in A* such that T(x) ~ ~b; the range of Tis the union 
of all sets, T(x), subsets of B*. We extend an operation T to a set operation by defining, for X a 
subset of A*, T(X) = O~x T(x). In this paper the term operation will always refer to a unary 
operation over a finite alphabet, and its extension to a set operation. 
a A set over A is a set of words over A, also called a language. 
The length of word x is denoted by I x I and defined inductively thus: [ ~ I = 0;  I ax  I = 
[x[ + l for everya~A,x~A* .  
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storage a(I x [), then x is accepted by P within storage a and y is an output of x within 
storage a. The relation 
{(x, y) ] y is an output of x within storage a} 
is called the a-storage-bounded output function of P; denote it by Fe ~ The domain 
ofFp" (i.e. the set of all words accepted by P within storage a) is called the a-storage- 
bounded accepted language of P; denote it by L"(P). 
DEFINITION 1.12. P is said to be a-storage-bounded if Fe~= F~,. (Thus for P, 
a-storage bounded, each output of x is an output of x within storage a, and each 
accepted word is accepted within storage a.) The family of all a-storage-bounded lpp
in ~ is called the a-storage-bounded subfamily of :~. Denote it by ~o 9 The family of 
output functions of ~o is denoted by F(~o); the family of accepted languages by L(~o). 
Thus F(~o) -~ {F e [ P e ~ and Fp = F~~ and L(~o) = {L(P) ] P ~ ~ and Fe = Fe~ 
(Note that F(~o) is not in general the same set as {Fj, ~ ] P ~ ~z).) In particular we 
denote by :@t the identity-storage-bounded subfamily of ~.  
Certain classes of tape functions are of interest. We generalize a property of these 
classes in the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1.13. Let 50 be a collection of superlinear tape functions. If 50 is 
closed under addition of functions and if for every function a in 50 and integer m > 0, 
there is a function , in 5 ~ such that for all integers n > 0, ,(n) >/a(mn) then 50 is 
called a linearly closed class of tape functions. For 50 an arbitrary collection of tape 
functions, let ~ ,  = U~s: ~o.  Then :~ is called the 50-storage-bounded subfamily 
of ~. F(~s: ) and L(:~s: ) denote the corresponding families of output functions and 
languages. In particular, let J denote the set of linear tape functions. Then if P e ~s ,  
P is said to be linear-storage-bounded. 
We close this section with the following claim, based on proofs in [7] and [4] of 
analogs for linear bounded automata nd AFP. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. For any length-preserving processor P there is a length-preserving 
processor P' in the same AFLP that computes the same output function and has the following 
simple form. 
(1) The stop state qx of P' is terminal in the sense that no configuration i  state qt 
is transformed by any move of P'. 
(2) Every move of P' has one of the following forms. R(p, q, a, b); L(p, q, a, b); 
/za(p, q, y); i~:(p, q, 8) with a and b in •, p and q in K, ~ and ~ in F*. 
(3) For every tape function or, if P is a-storage-bounded then so is P'. 
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2. ABSTRACT FAMILIES OF LENGTH-PRESERVING OPERATIONS 
In this section properties which characterize the family of output functions of the 
simplest AFLP are used to formulate the concept of an abstract family of length- 
preserving operations (AFLO). We first recall some familiar operations as well as 
methods for combining iven operations. 
DEFINITION 2.1. By a homomorphism is meant any operation T such that 1 ~ for 
all words uv, T(uv) = T(u) T(v); and 20 for all words x, T(x) consists of at most one 
word. (Note that this is equivalent o T(E) ----- E and T(a 1 "" a~) = T(al) "" T(a~).) 
A homomorphism h is e-free if h(x) C: ~ for all x :# r I A denotes the identity homo- 
morphism over finite alphabet A. In particular I ~ has domain {E}. Let J denote the 
set of all I A for A a finite subset of 2:. 
Given words u, v and finite alphabet A, let Nnu.,, S~.,A, Ru.~A, and Lu n.~ denote the 
operations over A such that 
A X~.~(w) -~ {tv l ut = w}; S2.~(w ) ~ {svt [ sut -- w}; 
RA~(w) =- {sv f su = w); L2,,(w) = {vii ut = w}. 
M N~.~ is called a Post-normal operation; S~.~, a semi-Thue operation; R~.~, a right 
semi-Thue operation; L~,~, a left semi-Thue operation. Let M/" denote the set of all N~.~ 
such that A is a finite subset of 27; u, v are in 2J* and [u I = I v 1. An operation T 
will be called length-preserving if I w ] ~ ] w' ] whenever w' ~ T(w). For any word- 
set W, over finite alphabet A, the operation (-]w is given by Nw(W) = {w} n W for 
all w in A*. Nw is called intersection with W. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let S and T be operations with domain and range over finite 
alphabet A. The functional union S L) T, the composition S 9 T, and the iteration T + 
are the operations given below. 
(S u T)(x) = S(x) '.9 T(x), (S " T)(x) -~- S(T(x))  - -  ST(x) ,  
T+(x) = U Tk(x), 
k>0 
where T 1 = T and T k+l ---- T k 9 T. The improper iteration T* is given by T*(x)  = 
(Jk>~o Tk(x) where T~ is the identity mapping for 27. Although T* has infinite 
domain its composition with one or more operations is an operation. By the inverse 
of T is meant the operation T -1 such that y ~ T- l (x)  iff x ~ T(y) .  
To provide motivation as well as tools for the treatment, in the next section, of 
families of length-preserving operations computed by an arbitrary AFLP, we first 
look at the simplest of them. Let 9~ denote the AFLP  with respect o g and f, where 
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g(E) = ~, and g and f are otherwise undefined. ~0 is equivalent to the family of non- 
deterministic linear bounded automata (Iba) in the sense that F(~0) is identical with 
the family of operations computed by lba having 27 as set of input symbols and K as 
set of state symbols. It is interesting to note that according to the notation introduced 
in the previous ection, ~0 denotes the subfamily of 0-storage-bounded lpp in some 
given ~.  There is no ambiguity here. The consideration points out the double role 
of ~0 as the smallest AFLP and as a subfamily of every AFLP. To simplify com- 
putations in ~0 we identify this family with the family of lba according to the following 
formulation. 
Let K, Z, and i' be as given in the previous ection. A configuration is an ordered 
pair (p, x ~'y) with p ~ K and xy ~ Z*. Define lba moves called right and left input 
moves and end moves as in Definition 1.3 with the appropriate omission of storage. 
Replace the information and transformation moves with the following "stationary 
move": forp, q in K, S(p, q) = {(p, x ~'y) • (q, x ~y) [ xy ~ 27*}. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A linear bounded automaton (lba) is an ordered triple P=(M,  q0, q0 
where M is a finite set of lba moves, and q0, qx are in K. 
The operation of an lba and acceptance are defined in the obvious way to simulate 
the operation of an lpp which never uses its storage. The claim of Proposition 1.1 
also applies in this special case so that an lba in simple form is specified by moves of 
the following types: R(p, q, a, b); L(p, q, a, b); S(p, q). 
As will be established, F(~o) can be characterized asthe smallest family of operations 
containing J and Jff and closed under functional union, composition, and proper 
iteration. There may be some value in considering arbitrary families of length- 
preserving operations having these containment and closure properties. Such families, 
however, appear to be too lacking in structure to reflect many of the "nice" closure 
properties of F(~0) and its family of domains, the context-sensitive languages. For 
example, it is clear from machine arguments that an lba operation can be defined 
in terms of given lba operations by allowing the computation to proceed on separate 
tracks or by allowing one automaton to operate on an initial subword and another 
to continue on a final subword. Further, closure properties of operations reflecting 
typical machine capability are needed to ensure that properties of the family of context- 
sensitive languages, such as AFL properties and closure under intersection, carry 
over to the families of domains of the operations being considered. To supply these 
needs we define a "pairing product" as in [7] and introduce a kind of "cross product" 
as well as a partial inverse of cross product called "k-bounded factoring." 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let A and B be finite alphabets. Let o be any one-one mapping 
of A • B into 27. Extend o so that 
O(E, E) -~ E; o (a  1 "- ak ,  31 ... b~) = o (a l ,  bl) "" o (ae ,  bk) 
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for all k ~ 1, a 1 ..... ak ~ A, b 1 ,..., bk ~ B. Any such extended mapping o is called a 
pairing function over A x B. We write x o y for o(x, y), and say "x circle y ."  For 
length-preserving operations S and T with domains and ranges over respective finite 
alphabets A and B, and o a pairing function over A X B, the pairing product of S 
and T, S o T, is given by 
(S o T)(w) = {x' o y' I x' ~ S(x), y' ~ T(y) and w ~ x o y}. 
DEFINITION 2.5. For S and T as given above the cross product S x T is given by 
(S x T)(w) = {u'v' ] u' ~ S(u), v' ~ T(v), uv = w}. 
For appropriate U, S X (T X U) ~-~ (S • T) X U. Hence we write T 1 X "'" X T,  
for the cross product of n operations. 
DEFINITION 2.6. For finite alphabet A, symbol c not in A, k >/0, and T a length- 
preserving operation with domain and range contained in A*, let To~ = (T X lie}) 9 
0{a-c*-tn>0} 9 Tc~ is called a k-boundedproduct of T, and T is called the k-bounded factor 
of Tok 9 In particular, To0 ---- T. A family 3" of operations is said to be closed under 
k-bounded factoring if T ~ J "  whenever Tck ~ if ' .  
DEFINITION 2.7. Let f be a family of length-preserving operations with domains 
and ranges over finite subsets of 27. Y is called an abstract family of length-preserving 
operations (AFLO) if: 
(1) 3-  includes every identity homomorphism and every length-preserving 
Post-normal operation; 
(2) J "  is closed under functional union, composition, proper iteration, pairing 
product, and cross product; 
(3) 3" is closed under k-bounded factoring for every integer k > 0. I f  J "  is a 
family of length-preserving operations as described above which satisfies properties 
(1) and (2) but not necessarily (3), then J "  is called a weak AFLO. 
We will show in Section 3 that i f~  is an AFLP thenF(9~) is an AFLO. In particular 
F(~0) is the smallest AFLO. It is interesting to note that in the case of this smallest 
family, closure under pairing product, cross product, and k-bounded factoring can be 
derived from the other closure properties by induction. For arbitrary AFLP, however, 
relations of dependence xisting among the AFLO closure properties have not been 
established. 
We close this section with two preliminary results essential to the proofs of Section 3. 
LEMMA 2. ]. Every identity homomorphism and every length-preserving Post-normal 
operation is computed by an lba. 
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over A,  a finite subset of 27. Define a one-to-one homomorph ism h from A onto new 
symbols ~ by h(a) = 5. Let  
= ;v aux. h-l 9 T~ ~ = AT AUz" T [,.) --a.fi ' 
aeA  
Note that g is itself a homomorph ism from ./i onto A.  Then  S~. v = (g 9 T* 9 Tu. v 9 
T* 9 I A) which is in J "  by hypothesis and part (1) of this lemma. Similarly, R~,. = 
9 , . , A " T *  (g T~ T* IA) andLu.~=(g -Tu .~. IA )  a re in~J 'asdes i red .  
3. AFLP  OUTPUT FUNCTIONS 
In this and the remaining sections of the paper, except when the contrary is indicated, 
information funct ion g and transformation funct ion f are fixed but  arbitrary. ~ is 
the AFLP  with respect to g and f .  I t  is shown that F (~)  is an AFLO,  and that each 
of a broad class of storage-bounded subfamilies of F (~)  is itself an AFLO.  Further,  
certain subfamilies prove to be completely characterized by AFLO properties. In  
particular every weak AFLO is computed by the identity-storage-bounded subfamily 
of some AFLP ,  every AFLO by the l inear-storage-bounded subfamily. 
We first establish the necessary closure properties 9 
LEMMA 3.1. Let ~ be the AFLP  with respect o g and f; F(#)  the family of output 
functions of ~; ~ an increasing tape function; 5 ~ a linearly closed class of tape functions. 
Then: 
(1) F(~o),  F (#y) ,  and F(#) are closed under functional union, composition, proper 
iteration, pairing product, and cross product. 
(2) F (~)  and F(~) are closed under k-bounded factoring. 
Proof. (1) Closure ofF(9 ~) under union, composition, and proper iteration follows from the 
constructions given for AFP in [4] by noting that the length-preserving ature of input rules is 
not disturbed. 
To see that storage bounds are also preserved consider, for example, a processor X which 
computes a composed function Fp 9 F 0 , for P and Q in ~. X is constructed to simulate Q on 
input w using storage xactly as Q does9 I fQ accepts w with output u, X passes from an accepting 
state of Q, with empty storage, into a start state of P. X simulates P and accepts w with output w' 
if P accepts u with output w'. In all other cases X does not accept9 It is clear that if P and Q 
are in ~ then so is X, for arbitrary tape function (7. Now suppose P ~ ~,  Q ~ 9~ for y and 
in 5~. Then if w is accepted by X, it is accepted in storage bounded by the maximum of 7([ w ]) 
and z([ w [). Since the maximum function is bounded everywhere by cr = 7 + r, and by 
hypothesis, g e 5 ~ we have F(~5~) closed under composition9 A similar argument establishes the 
closure of F(~a) and F(~5~ ) under union and proper iteration9 
We now demonstrate he closure of each family under pairing and cross products by means 
of the following constructions. 
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Let P = (g, f ,  Mp , Po , Pa) and Q = (g, f ,  M 0 , qo , qx) be arbitrary members of ~.  Without 
loss of generality we assume that K/, n KQ = 9 and that P and Q have simple form. We first 
construct an lpp Y such that Fy  = F e o F 0 for 0 a given pairing function from Zp • ZQ onto 
new symbols, Z 0 . 
Define a new set of moves, 2~r/~ as follows. 
(i) If R(p ,  q, a, b) is in Mp then {R(p,  q, a 0 c, b 9 c) ] c ~ .SO} is contained in ]~p.  
(ii) I lL (p ,  q, a, b) is in Mp then {L(p,  q, a 0 c, b 9 c) I c E ZO} is contained in 2~p. 
(iii) All information and transformation moves of M e are in ]14p. 
(iv) ]~rp is completely specified by (i), (ii), and (iii). 
Similarly, define ]l~ 0 by translating every input move of M 0 into a set of input moves in 
which an input symbol a of Z 0 is replaced by c o a for every c in Zp.  Let My = J~p ~J MO u 
{$(Pt , s), I~g(s, 1, E), r q0)} u {L(I, l, a, a) [ a ~ Z0} where s and l are new symbols from K. Let 
Y = (g , f ,  My ,  Po , ql)- 
Intuitively speaking, in the start state of P,  with input word x O y, Y simulates the action of 
P on x, transforming x O y to x' O y and arriving at the right end of the input tape in the accepting 
state of P with empty storage, iff P accepts x with output x'. In this case Y moves left over x' O y 
into the start state of Q. g continues to simulate Q, accepting x o y with output x' o y' l i fo  
accepts y with output y'. 
It is clear that Y 6 ~,  and if both P and Q are in ~o,  for arbitrary tape function a, then so is Y. 
Further suppose for arbitrary tape functions 7 and r, P is ~,-storage-bounded an  Q is r-storage- 
bounded. If ~, and r are in ~ then so is their sum, yielding that F (~ q,) is closed under pairing 
product. 
We next construct  an lpp X wh ich  computes  the cross product  of F e and F o . 
Intu i t ively speaking the mach ine  X,  w i th  input  w, marks off an init ial subword  
arbitrar i ly  to t rans form w = uv  to ~v, and simulates P act ing on u. In  the accept ing 
state of P,  w i th  empty  storage, and  wi th  po inter  jus t  left of v, X has the  opt ion of 
going to the start  state of Q and s imulat ing the act ion of Q on v. Af ter  remov ing  
bars f rom the init ial subword,  X accepts w wi th  output  u'v '  iff P accepts u w i th  output  
u'  and Q accepts v wi th  output  v' .  Note  that  assumpt ion  of s imple form for P and 
is essential since X would not  correctly s imulate an end move. 
In  order  to construct  X we define new symbols  g for every a in Z? .  For /z  ~ Mp,  
let /2  represent  he result  of replacing any input  symbol  occurr ing in /z  by  its bar red  
counterpart .  I f  no input  symbols  occur  in /x then/~ =/2 .  Let  M~ = {/2 ]/z ~ Mp}. 
In  addit ion define: 
M1 
M~= 
M S 
(R(r, r, a, a), Z.(t, z, ~, ~) 1 a ~ z~} u {~.(r, t, .), r po)), 
{L(/', l', b, b) I b ~ 2 e t.) .So} t.) {r r')) k2 (R(r', r', g, a) l a e Zp} 
w (R(r', r', a, a) l a e Zo}, 
{~,(Pl, q0, "), . , (q l ,  m, .), S(m, r)}, 
where m, r, I, l', r '  are new symbols  f rom K.  
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Let &I x = M e U M o t.) M l td M sUMs and X~(g , f ,  Mx , r , r ' ) .  Then 
Fx = Fp • F o . 
A proof that Fx D Fe • Fo  depends immediately on the following claims established 
by induction. 
(a) If (p,x~y,~) ~(~,xy ' t ,~ ' )  then (p,~tyt,~) ~k ~le (q,-x-ff ~ t, d )  for 
t ~ 270*. 
(b) I f  (p, '~x, ~) ~Q (q, x' t y, a') then (p, i t x, ~x) ~Q (q, ix' t y, od) for 
t~v 'p  *. 
To show that Fx C F~ • F o we state the following preliminary result. 
(c) I f  (r, ~w, ~) ~x  (q' x ~'y, ~) then for some u, v w = uv and one of the 
following conditions is satisfied. 
(i) q~{r , I} ,a=r  
(ii) q EKe ,  x ---- u l ,  Y = ~s v, and (Po, ~u, ,) ~w e (q, u 1 t us,  a); 
(iii) q ~ Ko ,  x = ~ ,y  = ~2v, where ~', 4 : ,  and (Po, ~'u, ,) *~me (Pt ,  u~ t u2, "); 
(iv) q ~ Ko ,  x = ~ '%,  y = %,  u' ~Fe(u) and (qo, tv, *) *~wo (q, vx ~' %,  o~); 
(v) q = m, a = E, and either y va ~ or y =,  and x = ~'v' with u'~Fe(u) ,  
v' EFo(v); 
(vi) q = l', xy --~ ~'v', u' eFv(u),  v' eFo(v); 
t - -  , (vii) q ---- r ,  and either x = ul ,  y = usv,  ulus ~Fv(u), v' ~Fo(v);  or x = u'vt ,  
y = v2, u' ~ Fp(u), and %% ~ Fo(v ). 
Proof is by induction on k. Details are left to the reader. 
It is clear that X ~ ~.  Further, suppose both P and Q are in ~,  where we now 
require that a be an increasing tape function. Then uv is accepted by X within storage- 
bound equal to the maximum of{~(] u 1), a(I v [)}, which is in turn bounded by ~(1 uv I), 
whenever uv is accepted by X. Thus Fx ~ = F x and X a ~o.  Similarly if both P and Q 
are in 9~,  then P ~ ~,  Q ~ ~, ,  with 7 and r in 5 r Again uv is accepted by X within 
storage-bound equal to the maximum of {y([ u 1), r(] v [)} whenever uv is accepted 
by X. Thus ~x +" = Fx ,  and X ~ 9~y.  This completes the proof of part (1) of 
Lemma 3.1. 
In order to establish part (2) we prove the more difficult half by induction on k 
with obvious basis: 
(2') F (~r  is closed under k-bounded factoring. 
Given m ~> 0, assume (2') holds whenever k < m, and suppose T~ ~F(9~o) for 
some a ~ 6P. (See Definition 2.6 for meaning of Tern .) We must show that 
T~(~_~) ~F(~, )  for some r ~ ~9 ~. Then by inductive hypothesis it will follow that 
T ~ F(~se). 
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Let  P be a processor in ~o which computes Tom 9 Then  w' ~F~(w)  iff w = xcml*l, 
w'  ~- x'c'~lxE and x' ~ T(x) .  Note that x and x' are words over A,  a finite alphabet 
not containing c. We now construct a processor Q in 9z~ which accepts xcC~-l~r ~l 
with output x'c(~-a)l~Z iff P accepts xcmlXl with output x'c'~[ *l. Let  m > 0 be given 
and let P = (g, f ,  M,  P0, Pl) such that Fp = T~,~. I f  P ~ ~o C ~,  we construct 
Q ~ 3~:  such that F o ---- T~(,~_I). Without  loss of  generality we assume that P is in 
s imple form. Let  o be a pairing function over 27p • Zp onto Zo,  a set of new symbols 
in Z. Note that every word accepted by P has form xc'~l~l with x a word over M, and 
A is a finite alphabet not containing c. In  the following discussion, by "init ial subword"  
we mean the initial subword of length [ x [ which occurs on the tape of P or Q as the 
case may be, at any stage of the computation. By "final subword"  we mean that port ion 
of  the input word which is not included in the initial subword. As P computes, the 
initial subword need not be a word over A. As Q computes, however, after the 
initialization stage, the initial subword is a word over Z 0 , and the initial subword 
retains this property unti l  the final stage. At  that stage, Q translates the initial subword 
back to a word x' over A iff P has output x'c~I~l. 
We define Q to operate in nine modes as follows. 
Mode o. Initialization. Q transforms input xd in A 'c*  into (x o c I~1) c ~ in Zo*C*. 
Mode 1. Simulation (1). Q operates on initial subword, (lower track), exactly as P does, 
except at right end of subword. 
Mode 2. Simulation (2). Q operates on upper track of initial subword exactly as P operates 
on the [ x [ length string of symbols which begins its final subword, except at left and right ends 
of initial subword. 
Mode 3. Simulation (3). Q operates on the final subword exactly as P operates on the final 
( j  -- ] x 1) symbols of its input word, except at the left end of final subword. 
Mode 1-2. Transition (1) to (2). Q transfers operation from right end of lower track of initial 
subword to left end of upper track. 
Mode 2-1. Transition (2) to (1). Q transfers operation from left end of upper track to right 
end of lower track of initial subword. 
Mode 2-3. Transition (2) to (3). Q transfers operation from right end of upper track to left 
end of final subword. 
Mode 3-2. Transition (3) to (2). O transfers operation from left end of final subword to right 
end of upper track. 
Mode 4. Finalization. Q replaces initial subword x' o c I~1 by x', and accepts xc J with output 
x 'd  i f fP  accepts xd  +1| and outputs x'c j+l~l. Note that by definition of P, j = n Ix ] for some 
n>0.  
More precisely, define new states (qo , ql , q, , l, l', s) u (~, [5, lp, rp ] p ~ Kp}, all in K. For 
each ~ ~ M and d ~ 27p, define k~a by replacing each state p occurring in ~ by ~ and each 
symbol a occurring in t~ by a O d e Z 0 . Similarly define #a by replacing each state p occurring in 
/~ by i3 and each symbol a occurring in ~ by d o a ~ 27 o . 
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Let M'  = 
3//o = 
M~:  
M~ : 
M~2 : 
M0 ~ M~ u 21//2 u M~ u Mx~ u M21 u M~ u M82 u M 4 where 
{R(q0, q0, a, a 9 c) [ a e A} t3 {/%(q0, qc, ~), R(q~, qc, c, c), $(qo, l)} 
~2 {L(l, l, b, b) I b e Z o ~2 {c}} w {r 
{#a ]~ e M, d e ~v}, 
{/~al/~ eM,  d e Z'v} , 
M, 
{R(~, Ip, a, a) ] p 9 Kp , a e Xp} u {$(fi, Ip) I P e Kp} 
W {L(lp, lp, a, a) [p e Kp ,  a e 2~p t3 X0} u {r t5) [p e Kp}. 
(Note that the first two moves in M12 detect he end of the initial subword either by passing over 
a symbol not in Z 0 or detecting the end of the word in the special case m = 1. The left move 
permits Q to back up over a E Xp and then over the initial subword.) 
M~I = {r rp) [ p e Kp} w {R(rp, rp, a, a) I P e Kp , a e E0} 
w {R(rp,/3, a, a) IP eKe ,  a e Ep} w {L(/3,/~, a, a) IP eKp ,  a e*/,} 
u {$(rp, D IP  e Ke}, 
M23 = {R(/3, q, a, b) ] R(p, q, a, b) e M}, 
M.~2 = {L(p, Yl, d 9 a, d 9 b) [L(p, q, a, b) e M, d e Zp}, 
M, -- (m(P~, s, 0, $(s, 1')} w {r(l', l', a, a) I a e ~:p w ,Vo) 
u {r q~)} u {R(q~, q~, a 0 c, a) [ a e A} u {R(q~, qa, c, c)). 
Then Q : (g,f, M', qo, qO is a processor in ~5~ which computes %(,,-1). It is clear that each set 
of moves accomplishes the operations of the corresponding mode. A detailed proof is omitted. 
Intuit ively speaking, Q translates input xc{'~-l)l~l into (x 9 clXl) e (m-1)Ial and 
simulates P, using storage exactly as P does. I f  P accepts w = xc'~l~l, it does so in 
storage bounded by a((m ~- 1) [ x I). ThenQ accepts w 1 = xd"-a)lxl in storage bounded 
by a((m -~ 1) [ x ]). Let r be a tape function in 5 :  which satisfies r(n) >/a((m + 1)(n)). 
Then  a( (m-k 1) Ix [  ~r ( Ix [ )~r (m[x l )  =r ( lw l ] ) ,  yielding Q in ~, .  Thus  
(2') is established. Finally, the closure of F (~)  under  k-bounded factoring follows 
immediately by omitt ing storage-bound considerations from the argument given 
above. Th is  completes the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.1. F (~)  is an AFLO;  for every linearly closed class of tape functions ~,  
F (~ ~)  is an AFLO;  for a an increasing tape function, F (~, )  is a weak AFLO.  
Proof. Immediate from Lemmas 2.1 and 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.2. .4 necessary and sufficient condition for family 3"  of operations to be 
computed by the identity-storage-bounded subfamily of an AFLP  is that 3 -  be a weak 
AFLO.  
Proof. ThatF (~ l )  is necessarily a weak AFLO is already established by Theorem 
3.1, with the identity function in the role of cr. We now establish the sufficiency of 
the condition. Let Y be a weak AFLO.  For each T ~ J - ,  let X r be a finite subset of 27 
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such that the domain and range of T are over Z r . We associate with each T ~ J "  
a symbol L(T), not in Z, and a pairing function, Or,  with domain over Zr  • Zr  
and range over O r contained in 27. 
Define ~ to be the AFLP  having K ~ 27 as set of states, Z as set of input symbols, 
P = 27 k){~(T) I T~- -}  as set of auxiliary symbols, and with storage information 
function g, and storage transformation function f defined below. 
g(e) = e, g(Ta) = a; 
f(~,, ~) = ~,, f(~,, a) = wa, f (x  Ory  , ,(T)) = 
for all a ~ Z, ~, 6 Z*, T 6 3", and y ~ T(x). 
Let F(~t)  be the output functions of ~t ,  the identity-storage-bounded subfamily 
of ~ .  We now show that J -  = F(~I). 
Given an arbitrary T ~ J ' ,  we construct an lpp, P in # which has T as its output 
function. Toward this end let {(a, b) I a, b E Zr} t3 {qo, ql, q2} be distinct symbols 
in Z-Z  r . Let M be the set of all moves of the following forms: 
R(qo, <a, b), a, b), /~1(<a, b), q0, a o b), $(q0, q2), /~i(q2, ql, ~(T)) 
for all a, b in Z r . Let P = (g, f ,  M,  qo, ql). 
Consider that repeated applications of a right move followed by the appropriate 
storage transformation move will replace the input x by an arbitrary of the same 
length as x, and will store x o y. With pointer at right and with y in T(x), P has the 
option of erasing the storage, accepting x and yielding output y. Since P is a one-way 
machine, the storage will never exceed the left input subword in length. It is easily 
proved that F e ---- T and P ~ ~1.  
It remains to show that J "  ~_ F(~i). Let P be an arbitrary member o f~.  We assume 
that P is in simple form, by virtue of Proposition 1.1, i.e., P = (g, f ,  M2~, qo, ql) 
with moves of M e restricted to those of forms: 
(1) R(p,  q, a, b); (2) L(p ,  q, a, b); (3) /%(p, q, ~); (4) t~1(p, q, 3); 
with q0 distinct from ql, ql terminal with respect o P, and a, b in 27. We now construct 
a set of functions which will simulate the action of Mp,  operating on a word of form 
(x" ~a "y) o (cka) whenever Mp operates on a configuration (p, x ~ ay, or), and on a 
word (x.  a ~) 9 (cka) whenever M e operates on (p, xa~, o O. 
Let Z~c, 270, and {c} be disjoint subsets of 27, disjoint from K e t3 27 e t3 F~, L/ 
{Zr, I *(T')e/ 'e}, and defined below. For every p ~ Kp and for every a e Ze,  let 
~a and a r be distinct symbols. Call the set of these ZK. Let 27e u ZK = Zx ; 
Fpu{c}  =Z 2. Let o be a pairing function from 27t • Z2 onto 27 o . Let every 
configuration ~ = (p, x '~ ay, o 0 in (Ke • Ze* I" Ze + • -Fe*) which satisfies 
I xay [ - -  ] a I = k ~ O, correspond to a word, r = (x" *a 'y )  o (c~a) in 27o + . Let 
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every configuration ~ = (p, xa'~, ~) in (Ke • 27e+~' • Fe*) satisfying [xa ] - -  ] a I = 
k ) 0, correspond to a word ~ = (xa ~) o (c~a) in 2:0+. For every/~ ~ Me,  let/~ be 
defined as follows. 
If/~ = R(p,  q, a, b), 
/~ ~--- _~(p, q, a, b) m_ 
where 
(1) 
(2) if/~ = L(p,  q, a, b), 
fi = L(p,  q, a, b) = 
(3)  i f  ~ = re(p, q, ~), 
= PXp,  q, , )  = 
U (( ,o.~.~.~ v .R,a.~O) 0 Z ); 
de.Ep 
S~I ~1 ~2 U (( o.o~:~.~ u _Ro,.o~) o z ); 
deZp 
aeZ'p 
(3') if ~ = tzo(p, q, b), for b e Fe ,  
A Z'I 
fi = t%(P, q, b) = U ( (S~:a  kJ R:~.a~) o R:~b); 
a~Zp 
(4) if/~ = tz:(p, q, E), 
~b = ~.r q, ~) -~ U ((S~:,qa k..) R:laq) o IX'2); 
a~Xp 
(4') if ~ = ~j(p, q, b) for b e Fp n 27, 
~ N ~72 fi fi:(p, q, b) U ((S~2,,~ U R:~a~ ) o e,b); 
a~Xp 
(4 ~) if ~ = v:(p,  q, ,(T')) for T 'e  J - ,  
S ~1 R:~a~ ) o : = ;~:(p, q, ~(r')) = U (( ,o.0~ u F~,), 
a~Zp 
By the assumption of simple form for P, and by the definition of g and f, every 
/~Me has one of the above forms, where a ,b~Z'p ,  and p, qeKp.  Let 
TM = U.~M,(/~)- 
It  now remains to define operations which will transform an arbitrary word, x = ax 1 
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in L'e+ into (%a 9 x 0 o (clOt), and will transform (Yl " bq~) o (clVl) back to y = ylb.  
To accomplish this we define: 
: ze N21u~o To U (Na,%~o~); T~ = U (~,~o~)  
aezp a~z t, 
Zl k.IZ 0 Zl k.J'~ 0
T~ = U (No .... ); T, = U (Yo~oo.o). 
ae.Xp aeXp 
Finally, let T = I~  " T 1 9 Te* 9 TM + " To* " To .  We claim that T ~ o~ and T = Fe 
on S+. (IfFe(e) = {e}, then T u I ~ = Fe .) 
That T e 3-  follows immediately from the hypotheses and Lemma 2.2. To establish 
the second claim, we first consider a preliminary result, the details of which are left 
to the reader. 
(*) Let ~ and ~7 be configurations in (Kp X Z'e* t 27p* X /~p*), with nonempty 
input word, and storage of length less than or equal that of the input. Then ~ ~t  
within identity-bounded-storage iff ~e TM~(~), where ~ and ~ are words corresponding 
to ~ and ~ as defined above. 
Now suppose ~ eFt (z ) ,  where 121 = n > 0. Then 5 and z e 27e+. Since P e ~ l ,  
there exists k > 0 such that (q0, ~z, ~) ~ (q l ,  2~, e) within storage of length n. 
By (*), for z = azl  , 2 = 21b , a and b in 2J~ : 
(i) (21" 6~ o (c") ~ T2((q~ 9 za) o (~")), 
Further, by definition of the operations, and using x to stand for {x}, 
(ii) T~- l (To(a Zl)) .-1 c) 9 = Tc  ( 'g l  " q~ 9 
= (~o~ o ~) . (~  o ~"-b 
= (q0a. ~1) o (c"); and 
(iii) TI(T']-a((~I 9 b ql) o (cn)) = Ta(T~-l((21 0 (c"-1)) ' (b ql o c)) 
= 711((5 qt o c)" 21) 
Thus ~. ~ (7"1" Te*)((2 x " bqO o (c'~)) by (iii), 
E (T  1 9 Te*"  TM+)((%a " zOo  (c'~)) by (i), 
~ (TI"  Te* 9 TM +" T** .  To)(Z ) by (ii). 
And since g~ ZTe*, zTe T(z )  as desired. 
57I[IO/3-7 
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Conversely, suppose s E T(z), with [ g [  = n > 0. Then  z and s are in Zp +. Let  
z ~ az  1 and 5 = 51b , where a and b are in Zv .  Thus  
E (T  1 9 T~* 9 TM +" Tc*)(z 1 9 q~ o c). 
But each/~ ~ T M has domain and range contained in 27o* , and 
( ]  (T~*(z 1 q~ o c)) ~- . -1 . C) 9 T~ (Z  1 g~ c) 
Zo* 
-= (q~ . z~) o (c'~). 
Thus  Z~(T~ 9 T~*" TM~)(ff0a "Zl) o (cn)) for some k > O. 
i.e., 56  (T  1 9 T j ) (w)  for somej  >/O, where 
w e T~((q~ "Zl) 0 (C")). 
NOW W E ZO n, ~, ~ Zp n implies that j = n - -  1 and w has form 
(~I 0 C ~a-i " b q~ o c) = (z1" bql) o (cn). 
Thus  we have (51 9 b ~1) o (c n) ~ Tu;~((qoa 9 Zm) o (cn)), and by (*) 
(% ~ az l ,  E) ~ (q l ,  zlb~, e), i.e., 5 ~Fp(z )  as required. 
This  completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
THEOP, EM 3.3. A necessary and sufficient condition for  fami ly  J -  of  operations to be 
computed by the linear-storage-bounded subfamily of an AFLP  is that ~q" be an AFLO.  
Proof. The necessity is immediate from Theorem 3.1 with the set J of l inear 
tape functions in the role of S~. The  sufficiency will be established by an intuit ive 
machine argument. 
Let ~r be an AFLO. By Theorem 3.2, there is an AFLP ~ such that ~ = F(~I). We claim 
that under the hypothesis that Y is an AFLO, F(~z) = F(~1). It is clear that F(#I) CF(~/). 
We now show the opposite containment. Let P ~ ~'s. Then there is some k > 0 such that 
Fp ~ Fp% where a(n) = k(n). We assume P is in simple form and define a processor Q in 
to operate as follows. 
Mode (1). Q tests input w. If w has form uc k lul 
Otherwise Q stops. 
Mode (2). Q simulates P on u, using storage 
by a(] u L) = k(I u [). In an accepting state of P, 
storage, Q has the option of going to mode (3). 
Mode (3). 
for u ~ Z/,*, c ~ Zp then o continues in mode (2). 
xactly as P does, i.e., Q uses storage bounded 
with pointer at right end of u, and with empty 
O scans right over o's and accepts. 
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Thus  Q accepts uc *l'l with output  vc *l~l whenever P accepts u with output  v. Since P need not  
exceed k ] u [ storage neither does Q. Thus  since Q only accepts under  the above conditions, O is 
identity-storage-bounded, yielding that F O ~F(~I ) .  But Fp is the k -bounded factor of F O and 
Y = F (~I )  is closed under  k-bounded factoring. Thus  Fp ~F(~I )  as was to be shown. We omit 
the details of the construction. Mode (1) can be accomplished by an lba subroutine, since the 
language to be recognized is even context free. The  assumpt ion that P is in simple form is 
essential for mode (2) operation. 
We close this section with a summary of the unique position in AFLO theory 
held by the family F(~o) of lba output functions. 
COROLLARY 3.1. F(~o) is the smallest family of operations containing d e and ~/" 
and closed under functional union, composition, and proper iteration. 
Proof. That F(~0) satisfies the containment and closure properties is immediate 
from Theorem 3.1. Now suppose 3" is a family of operations satisfying these properties. 
By Lemma 2.2 .Y-- contains the operations needed to simulate amove of any processor 
in ~0,  i.e., any "non-storage" move. Further, from the proof of Theorem 3.2 it is 
clear that ~Y" has sufficient closure properties to simulate any sequence of such moves. 
Thus 3- contains F(~0). 
COROLLARY 3.2. F(~0) is the smallest weak AFLO; F(~0) is the smallest AFLO. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.1 F(~0) is a subfamily of every weak AFLO as well as of 
every AFLO. And by Theorem 3.1 F(~0) is itself an AFLO. 
4. AFLP LANGUAGES 
We turn now to a study of families of languages associated in a natural way with 
an AFLP or, more generally, with an AFLO. Given an arbitrary AFLO, one might 
consider the family of domains, the family of ranges, or some family which encodes 
the input-output relations which define the operations. Using the pairing product 
coding described below, for a given AFLO 3-, all three approaches yield the same 
family of languages ca. ~ proves to be an AFL containing Eand closed under regular 
programs of length-preserving Post-normal operations, length-preserving homo- 
morphisms, and 0w for W in ~.  Conversely, each such AFL gives rise to an AFLO. 
In this and the remaining sections J "  denotes a family of operations. L(Y) and L ' (Y)  
denote the family of domains of 3- and the family of ranges of J -  respectively. A, B, 
and C denote finite subsets of Z'. For an arbitrary operation F, F A denotes F with 
domain restricted to A*. 
We first establish some useful relationships between operations and languages. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let 3-  be a weak AFLO. Then: 
(1) Nw~ ~ for each W inL(~ -) u L ' (Y ) .  5 
(2) L(Sr) = L'(:). 
(3) L(o~-) is closed under each T in 0 ~ 
(4) I f  T e ~,  with domain and range over A, then for each pairing function o, 
over A • A, the sets {x o y [ y ~ T(x)} and (x o y [ x E T(y)} are in L( J ' ) .  
(5) I f  T is an operation and o is any appropriate pairing function such that 
{x o y ] y E T(x)} e L ( J ' )  then T ~ J ' .  
(6) I f  T ~ :7" then T -1 ~ ~?-. 
Proof. We introduce here a technique which will be used frequently in this section. 
We first claim that a given operation can be exhibited as a composition of operations. 
Then to suggest a proof of the claim, we sketch the steps in the computation of the 
composed operation, using "X -+p Y"  to indicate that the set operation F applied 
to the set X yields the set Y. The singleton set {x} will also be denoted by x. 
(1) Let T be a member of 3-  with domain and range over A. First, we suppose 
W is the domain of T. Define h a homomorphism over A given by h(a) = a o a, 
for o a pairing function from A • A onto B, new symbols in 27. Let l be a homo- 
morphism over B given by l(a o b) = a. Then we claim: 
= l ' ( I  no  T ) 'h .  
W 
For z e A* we have 
z h" z o z x- iz~or {z o z ' l  z '  e T(z)} 
l '  {z} n {x e A* [ T(x) =/= ;~}. 
Second, suppose Wis the range of T. Define o and h as above. Let N1 = Ua.b~(N~.0) ,A  . 
g = h -1, a homomorphism. Then 
N =g ' (  Ia o T ) . ( I  A oN1*  ) 'h .  
w 
Consider that for z e A*, 
> ,.T 0 Z {Z 0 Z," Z p z h ~ I ~A*} 
- in o ~ (z o 5 1 5 e T(z') for some z'} 
, {~,} n T(A*) .  
g 
Thus in both cases, Nw ~ J "  by weak AFLO properties. 
5 For  sets of  words  X and ]I, XU Y = {z lz~XorZ~Y};Xn  Y= {z[z~Xandz~ Y}; 
X 9 Y = {xy  I x ~ X and y ~ Y}; X*  = O~>0 X~ where  X ~ = {E}, and X ~+1 = X ~ 9 X .  Fur ther  
X + denotes  (X*  - -  {~}). 
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(2) This follows immediately from part (1) by noting that for any word-set W, 
nv /has  domain and range equal to IV. 
(3) For WeL( J )  and Te J ,  r (w)  = (T" N~)(Z*). Thus T(W) is  the range 
of (T"  Nv/), an operation in J ,  yielding that T(W)  eL ' ( J ) .  
(4) Let W = {x 9 y t Y ~ T(x)} for some T ~ J with domain and range over A 
and pairing function o from A • A onto B. Let h be a homomorphism from A* 
onto B* given by h(a) = a o a. Then it is clear that W = ((I A o T) " h)(A*) eL ( J ) .  
Further, let g be a homomorphism from B* onto B* given by g(a o b) = b o a. Then 
g(W)  = {x 9 y I x e T(y)} eL (Y )  by (3). 
(5) Let T have domain and range over A. Let N1, o, and h be as in part (1). 
Let r be a homomorphism from B* onto A* given by r (a o b )= b. Let W= 
{x o y [y e T(x)}, given in L ( J ) .  Then 
r = r "n  .(zA o N I* ) -h .  
W 
For x E A*, 
X- - - -+XOX h IAoNI*-~{XOZ[z~A*}---~WW {xOS]yeT(x)}  ,-~ {y ly~T(x)}"  
(6) Let T E Y with domain and range over A. Let o be given as in part (1). 
Let W ={x oy]xe  T(y)}. Then by (4), W~L( J ) .  But by definition of T -x, 
W = {x o y ] y ~ T-l(x)}, and by (5) T -1 ~ J .  
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
The following term is borrowed from Rose [4] but is used here with a new meaning. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Le t  ~ be a family of word-sets over infinite alphabet Z'. A length- 
preserving operation T with domain and range over A is called definable in 0~r if for 
each pairing function o with domain containing (A X A) and range in Z'* the sets 
{x o y [ x e T(y)} and {x o y [y e T(x)} are in og a. I f  X'  is closed under non-e homo- 
morphism, an equivalent condition is that either of the sets mentioned above be a 
member of ~ for some pairing function with domain containing A • A. 
The next definition extends the concept of regular sets from sets of words to sets of 
functions. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let ~-- be an arbitrary collection of operations. The regular 
programs of operations from 3-  are defined inductively as follows: 
(i) I f  T e 3--, T is a regular program. 
(ii) I f  S and T are in 3", then S U T, S 9 T, and S + are regular programs. 
(iii) All regular programs of operations from J are given by (i) and (ii). 
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We remark  that  an  operat ion  T may be regarded  as the  re la t ion  cons is t ing  o f  alt 
word -pa i rs  (x, y )  such  that  y ~ T(x ) .  Th is  concept  is used  to advantage  in  par t  (2) 
o f  the  fo l low ing  proof .  
LEMMA 4.2. Let 3- be a weak AFLO. Then: 
(1) L(J-) contains every context-sensitive language. 
(2) L(J') is closed under U, ", and +. 
(3) L(J-) is closed under E-free homomorphism. 
Proof.  (1) By Corollary 3.2 ~176 contains every lba output  function. 
(2) Let  W and W" be in L (~) .  Then  Are and f lw '  are in ~J-, yielding (Nw) t.) (f'lw') and 
(N~r) • (Nw') are in 3 -  with domains tV u W'  and W - W'  respectively in L( J - ) .  To  show that 
W + is in L ( J ) ,  assume that W is over finite alphabet A. Let c be a symbol  in 27-A. Let h be the 
homomorph ism over A such that h(a) = c for all a~A.  Let  T1 = I {r x (h , -  nw)  • 1 A. 
Clearly T1 consists of all pairs (ctwv, c~+[~lv) with i > 0, w ~ IV, v ~ A*.  Hence, for each k > 0, 
7"1 k consists of all pairs (ciwl ... wev, c~+l~l""~lv) with i > 0, each wj E IV, v E A*.  Thus  W + is 
the domain of the operation 1~c~ 9 T1 + 9 I a, which is in J ' .  
(3) To  show that L ( J ' )  is closed under  E-free homomorph ism,  let h be a homomorph ism 
f rom A*  into 13" such that h(a) = u~ ~ ~ for a~A.  Let WEL( J - ) .  Then  h(W)  C__B* and 
w'~h(W)  i f fw"  = ul ' "u ,~;a l  ' "a~W and h(a~) = u l .  We can assume AnB = 
without loss of generality. Let  a funct ion having domain containing h(W)  be defined to operate 
as follows. 
~ll """ Un  "-T'~ alCJl """ anCin 
a 1 . . .  anc~l  . . .  C~n 
T 2 
--'~ at "'" a,c ~ i f fa l  "'" a n E W,  Ta 
where 
with c a new symbol. 
% = S0~.~r with C = A t) (c}. 
Note that in general T1 applied to a word yields a set of words not indicated in the sketch. These 
"undesirables" do not survive in the output  of  the composed functions, since they are blocked 
by l imitations on the domain of T~. Similarly Ta acts as a check on T~. It can be shown that 
(Ta " T~ 9 7'1) ~Y  and has domain h(W) .  Th is  completes the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
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LEMMA 4.3. Let  3"  be an AFLO.  Then L(oq-) is closed under inverse homomorphism. 
Proof. Let W ~L(.Y-), W C 271"; Z' 1 and 270 are finite subsets of Z, with Z 1:3 270 = #. Let  h 
be a homomorph ism from 27o* into Z't*; and let k satisfy k + 1 = maximum Iength of h(a) for 
a ~ Z' 0 . Then  h -a maps Z'l* into Z'0*, 
h-l(w) = {toaltt "'" a , t ,  ] w = ut "'" u, , h(aO = u~ E ZI+ , h(tO = ~, n > 0}. 
Let A = {a 6 270 I h(a) E Z't+ ) and B = (b ~ 27o I h(b) = ~). Let c be a new symbol and let 
d ~ Z" t ~ {c} = C. In order to show h-~(W) ~L(~ we will show: 
(i) {(at "'" a,c ~") I h(ax "'" a,) ~ W, a~ ~ A,  n >~ 0} = W~ ~L(~' ) .  
(it) I f  15 r : {(at "" a,) [ h(at "'" a~) ~ W, a~ 9 A,  n > 0), then n~ is the k-bounded 
factor of I'lw, which is in ~-, and therefore ~ ~ ~- by the closure assumption. 
(iii) h-~(W) = (U,~A.~e~ SY~ * ( I~B*) which is in L(~a~). 
To  establish (i), let 
Zo = {ac ~ l a 9 A)*; 
Z1 = {al "'" a,c ~ ] ai~ A,  n >~ 0}; 
s, = U ( sZ ' : ' ) .  
aEA 
Then (rlA*c*). ( s , ) * (z0)= z1 .  By Lemma 4.2 every context-sensitive language, and in 
particular every regular set is inL ( J - ) .  Thus  Z0 ~L(Sr),  and by Lemma 4.1 Zt  eL ( f ) ,  Further,  
let N~ = tJ~ca N~),acIh(a)l-t, and Zz = ( f3a*: )  " (St)* 9 (Nn)+(W). Then  
Z2c* = {at "'" anc j I h(at "'" an) ~ W, ai ~ A, j  > I h(at "'" a,)l -- n, n ) 0}. 
Further, f'lzl (Z : * )  ~ {at "'" a,c k" I h(al "'" an) ~ W, a~ ~ A, n >1 0}. Part (it) follows since 
Nw = (f' lw • I(~}) " (f'l~A%~"l,>0}). For (iii), since nw ~ : ,  w~r( : ) ,  and WB* 6L(3-) .  
O ~Y" , _ _  
Define S = U~sa.~FB (S~,]b~), then h-x(W) = (S*) (WB*)  = {toat "'" t~_ta~t, l n > O, 
h(at "'" a,) c W, ai ~ A,  ti ~ B*), which is in L( f f ) .  Th is  completes the proof of Lemma 4.3. 
THEOREM 4.1. I f  3"  is an AFLO,  then (1) L (3 - )  is an AFL  s containing {e} and 
closed under regular programs o f  length-preserving Post -normal  operations, length- 
preserving homomorphisms, and Nw fo r  W in L ( J ' ) ,  and (2) 3 -  is the fami ly  o f  operations 
definable in L (  J ' ) .  
Proof.  By Coro l la ry  3.2, J "  conta ins  every  lba  output  funct ion .  Thus  L (5  T) 
conta ins  the  context -sens i t ive  languages ,  and  in  par t i cu la r  {E} and  all regu lar  sets. 
By  Lemma 4.1, par t  (1), ('JR e J "  for  every  regu lar  set  R.  And  by  par t  (3) of  the  same 
lemma,  L(~Y') is c losed under  ('JR 9 Fur ther  by  Lemmas 4.2 and  4.3, L ( J ' )  satisf ies 
the  o ther  c losure proper t ies  requ i red  to es tab l i sh  that  L ( J ' )  is an  AFL .  F ina l ly  s ince 
6 A family .W of word-sets over an infinite alphabet 27 is called an abstract family of languages 
(AFL)  if .W has at least one nonempty member,  each member  of ~ is over a finite subset of 27, 
and LP is closed under O, ", + ,  inverse homomorphism, ~-free homomorphism, and intersection 
with regular sets. 
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length-preserving Post-normal operations and length-preserving homomorphisms are 
lba operations and are therefore in ~T, and since (]~v is in J -  for W in L(3-) ,  the 
closure requirements on 3 -  provide that all regular programs of the given operations 
are in ~ ' .  Thus,  again by Lemma 4.1 (3), L ( J - )  is closed under these programs. 
This  establishes (1). Part (2) follows immediately from Lemma 4.1, parts (4) and (5). 
The  next two lemmas provide a converse for Theorem 4.1. 
LEMMA 4.4. I f  ~ is an AFL  containing {~} and closed under regular programs of 
length-preserving Post-normal operations, length-preserving homomorphisms, and (']w 
for Win  ~;  andS"  is the family of operations definable in .LP, then 
(1) J -  includes every identity homomorphism, and 
(2) J "  includes every Post-normal operation of the form 
N~a.b) for a, b E X, A C X. 
Proof. (1) {~) = {x o y ] y ~I~(x)) ~ .Se by hypothesis. Let A be any nonempty, finite 
subset of  27, and let o be a pairing function with domain containing A x d. Let 
_-~ = {a O a [ a ~ A). Then (x 0 y ] y ~Ia(x)) = {x O x [ x ~ A*) = --~* ~ ~a by assumed AFL 
properties. 
(2) We may assume without loss of generality that a E A. Let B = A u {b}; let O be a 
pairing function from B x B onto new symbols B0. We need to show that the set X = 
{at 0 tb ] t ~ A*) is in .~e. By part (1) above W = {t o t I t ~ A*} is in L ~a. Further, the singleton 
set {b O a} ~ ca. Then W' = {b O a} 9 {t O t ] t cA*)  c .,% with W' _CBo*. Let h be a homo- 
morphism from B0* into B* given by h(c 0 d) = cd. Then h(W') ~ -~ by an AFL property, 
and we claim that h-l(N~b(h(W'))) = X, yielding that X is in .o~ by the assumed closure proper- 
ties. A sketch of the proof follows. Let w ~ W'. 
w = (b  9  o tl "" tn 9  where t i~A.  
h(w) = batltl "'" tntn ~ (atltl "'" t,t~b) 
b,b 
- -~  (a O t~tt 0 t 2 "" t~ O b) 
h--1 
= (att "" t~) o (q "" t,b) ~X.  
I t  is also clear that every word in X arises f rom a word in W'. Note that after we 
have established closure under composit ion for J - ,  we will have every length-preserving 
Post-normal operation in J - ,  since any length-preserving Post-normal operation is 
obtained by composit ion of operations in (2). 
LEMMA 4.5. I f  .W and oq- satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 4.4, 3 -  is closed under 
[,), -, + ,  o, x ,  and k-bounded factoring for all k. 
Proof. In parts (1) through (6) below let S, T with domains and ranges over finite alphabet A
be in o~-; let O be a pairing function over J/ X A onto new symbols Z' 0 . 
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(1) {x O y l Y 9 T(x)) w {x 9 y [ Y e S(x)} = {x o y [y e (S  u T)x} is in .s by AFL  
property. Thus  (S u T) is definable in .s i.e. S kJ T is in 3". 
(2) To show closure under composition we want 147 in .s where W = {x o z I there 
exists y such that y ~ T(x) and z e S(y)} = {x o z I z e ST(x)}. 
Extend o to map X 0 • A onto new symbols 221, i.e., (a O b ,c ) - -~(a  O b) O c and 
(al O bl "'" a~ 9 bk, ci "'" c~) --~ (at O bl) O cl "'" (ak o b~) O ck. Let 
Wr = {xoy ly  9  Ws = {y O z l z e S(y)}. 
Define 
Let 
/ I NZ0Uz1 M = H N 27~ N k..,I aob,(aob)oc ~ k J  aob,lcoa)ob "
c~A c6A 
Wr'  = (x9  " N* )  (Wr)  = {(x o y) o z [ y 9 T(x), z ~ A*}; 
Define h, a homomorph ismfrom2: l *  into 220" by h((a 0 b) 0 c) = a O c. Thus  W= 
h(Wr" c~ Ws')  e L~'. 
(3) To establish closure under the pairing operation on functions it suffices to extend O to 
map ~'0 X Z'0 onto new alphabet Z' 2 and show that 
W = {(x 0 y) 0 (x" O y') I x" 0 y' e (S  9 T)(x 0 y)} 
is in .L,a. Note that Ws = {x 9 x' [ x" 9 S(x)} and Wr = {y 9 y'  ] y'  e T(y)} are in -~. 
I I r ~. N 
\ co~, (coa)o(ctob)"'  
a,b,e,deA 
(N  zows2 ) M ~ U 
a,b,c,d~A 
Define 
We claim that W = Ar2 , (N* (Ws)  n M*(Wr) )  e s The following sketch suggests the proof 
of our claim. 
Ws = {x Ox ' l  x '6S(x )}  ' {(x Oy) O (x' Oy ' ) [y ,y '  9  = Ws' ;  
NZ2*.N* 
WT = {y 9 y" ] y '  9 T(y)} --~ {(x 0 y) o (x' 0 y') I x, x' 9 A* ,y"  9 T(y)} = lVr'; 
f122,.M, 
Ws" (", WT" = ((x 9 0 (x" 9 y') l x 'eS(x ) ,y 'e  T(y) )  
= {w o w' [ w' e (S o T)(w)} = W. 
(4) Closure of 3- under cross product follows easily from closure of .s under concatena- 
tion, since {w 0 w' ] w' e (S x T)(w)} = WsWr e ~ (cf. (3)). 
(5) To show Y is closed under + we need: W = Ue>0 {x 9 y ] y e T~(x)} is in .oqe for 
T 9 3". Extend O to map Z' 0 X A onto new alphabet Z' 1 . Let 
W" = {x o y I Y e T(x)}. W' e *~f. 
57I/ Io/3-8 
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a,b,c,dEA 
(SxOWZ~ ) T2 = U " aob ,{aob)oc ' "  
a,b,r 
Let T3, T4 and T5 be the homomorphisms over 2:1 such that, for all a, b, c in A,  T3((a 0 b) 0 c) = 
(c O a) O b, T4((a O b) O c) = ((a o c) o b), and Ts((a o b) o c) = a O b. Let 
Z = T 3" T2* (W' )  = {(xoy)  Oz[zeT(y ) ,x  9  
We claim that 
(T5 " (7"1" 9 T4 9 f')z)* " T2*) (W' )  = (x 0 y [y  9 T~(x), k > O} = W.  
A sketch of the operation suggests the proof: 
W' = {xoyty~T(x)}  re* 
f)z 
T4 
T1 x 
{(x 0 y) 
(TI* .T 4 .NZ) k-2 
* {(x 0 y) 
T5 
~" {x O y)  0 z [y~ T(x),  zeA*}  
> {(x o y)  0 z l Y e T(x) ,  ze  T(y)} 
= ( (xOy)  Oz lyeT(x ) , z  9  
9 - (x 0 z) 0 y I z ~ T2(x), y 9 T(x)} 
~-{(xOz)  Oy[zeT2(x) ,y  9  
= {(x 0 y) 0 z l Y ~ T2(x), z e A*} 
0 z l Y ~ Tk(x), z 9 A* )  
l Y e T'~(x)}. 
Moreover Z ~ ~,  since by the proof of Lemma 2.2 the semi-Thue operations in T 1 and T~ are 
regular programs of operations in J and .A r. 
(6) For closure of ,~ under k-bounded factoring, let c be a symbol in (2: -- A), let k > 0 
be given, and extend o to map (A • {c)) • (A w (c)) onto new alphabet 2? 0 . In particular let 
c O c = 5 and Z' a = {a O b ] a and b in A}. Suppose T~k ~ -Y, i.e., 
To~ = (T  • I(~ 9 ( ]  
is in ,T. We show that T E ~-. Now To~ ~ ~- implies that W~k 9 ~ ,  where 
W~ = (x O y [y ~ T~k(x)} 
= {uc  ~ o vc  ~ I v e T (u ) ,  I u I = n}  
= {u  o v (e )  ~ I v 9 T (u ) ,  I u I = n}  
= {b, "- bl~l(g)klq I b~ ~ 2:A, bl "'" b[~ l = u o v, v e T(u)}. 
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Let h be a homomorphism given by h(b) = bg k for b = a o a' ~ 27 A . Then h -1 is defined for 
words in (ZAgk) *. Define $1 = O~r  A --be.eb . Let Z0 = h(2~a*) = {bg k[ b E Z'a}*. Then Z0 is 
a regular set and in .L~. Further, let 
ZI = ((z!)(Si)* Wok = {bt~ k "" bn~klbi~ ZA,bt'"bn = u Or ,  re  T(u)}. 
Then Z1 ccL since by the proof of Lemma 2.2 $1 is a regular program of operations from J 
and W. Thus 
h-a(Z1) = {bl "'" b, ] bi e 27A , bl "'" b, = u O v, v ~ T(u)} = {u o v [ v e T(u)} 
is in .LP as required. 
THEOREM 4.2. I f  50 is an AFL  containing {E} and closed under regular programs 
of length-preserving Post-normal operations, length-preserving homomorphisms, and 
Ow for W in ~;  and J -  is the family of operations definable in 50, then (1) oq" is an 
AFLO and (2) 50 is the family of domains of ~'. 
Proof. (1) is immediate f rom Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5. For  (2) suppose that W e 02 ~ 
Then  {w o w ] w ~ W} is in ~o by the homomorph ism which takes a into a o a. Thus  
( ]we  J - ,  and W~L(J-) .  Conversely, if W6L(SZ')then ( ' ]w~J ' ,  yielding W'~ 
{w o w ] w e W} in 50. Finally, the homomorph ism which takes a o a into a takes W'  
into W in ~.  
For  convenience we introduce a name for the special AFL  associated with an AFLO.  
DEFINITION 4.3. An AFL  containing (~} and closed under regular programs of 
length-preserving Post normal operations, length-preserving homomorphisms,  and 0 ~v 
for W in the AFL  is called a closed AFL .  
The  name is appropriate, as the fol lowing corollary indicates. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let 50 be a closed AFL .  Then ~ is closed under every function 
definable in 50. 
Proof. Let  J "  be the set of operations definable in 5 ~ Then  by Theorem 4.2 
.Y- is an AFLO and ~ = L(3-).  By Lemma 4 .1L( J - )  is closed under every T~J ' .  
We now summarize our results as they apply to AFLP  languages. 
COROLLARY 4.2. I f  ~ is an AFLP  and 5 p is a linearly closed class of tape functions 
then (1) L (~)  is a closed AFL ,  (2) L(~5~ ) is a closed AFL ,  and (3) F (~)  and F(~ ~) are 
the families of operations respectively definable in L(~) and L (~) .  
Proof. Immediate from Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 
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COROLLARY 4.3. ~ is the family of languages accepted by the linear-storage-bounded 
subfamily of an AFLP iff s is a closed AFL. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3, if ~ = L(~s), then So is the family of domains of an 
AFLO, F(~1). By Theorem 4.1 59 is a closed AFL. Conversely, suppose .L a is a 
closed AFL. Let Y be the operations definable in s Then by Theorem 4.2 3" is 
an AFLO, and ~ is the family of domains ofoq'. By Theorem 3.3 there is an AFLP, ~,  
such that F~s = Y.  Thus ~a = L(~s ) as was to be shown. 
COROLLARY 4.4. A necessary and sufficient condition for family J" of operations 
to be the linear-storage-bounded subfamily of an AFLP is that its family of domains 
(or equivalently its family of ranges) be a closed AFL and that Y be the family of operations 
definable in the AFL. 
Proof. By combining Theorems 4.1, 4.2, and 3.3. 
COROLLARY 4.5. The family of context-sensitive languages i the smallest closed AFL. 
Proof. Immediate from Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 4.2. 
5. PRINCIPAL AFLO 
The concept of an AFLO introduced in Section 3 and that of closed AFL introduced 
in the previous ection can be thought of as generalizations of the family of lba output 
functions and the family of context-sensitive languages respectively. The question 
naturally arises as to whether there exist interesting examples of such families other 
than the smallest ones. As will be indicated in Section 6, the languages accepted by 
families of writing acceptors as defined in [6] and [5] are closed AFL. It is not clear, 
however, that the family of WPDA languages [5] is properly larger than the family 
of context-sensitive languages. Thus for motives similar to those expressed by 
Ginsburg and Greibach in the introduction to their work on principal AFL [8], 
we are led to formulate the analogous concept for families of operations. 
In this section "principal AFLO" and "principal closed AFL" are defined. It is 
shown that every principal closed AFL gives rise to a principal AFLO. Conversely, 
every principal AFLO determines a principal closed AFL. Finally a relation between 
principal AFLO and AFLP is established. 
DEFINITION 5.1. A family 5 7- of operations i  called a principal AFLO if there is 
an operation T o such that J "  is the smallest AFLO containing To, i.e., ~" is the 
closure under •, ', + ,  o, • and k-hounded factoring of {To} u J L) JV'. 
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DEFINITION 5.2. A family G a of languages is a principal closed AFL  if there is a 
language L 0 such that Ga is the smallest closed AFL  containing L0,  i.e., .oC~ ~ is the 
elosure of ~L0} under AFL  operations and regular programs of lba output functions 
together with (']~v for W ~ Go. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let J -  be the smallest AFLO containing agiven finite set of operations, 
{ To ..... Tn}. Then T is a principal AFLO.  
Proof. For  0 < i ~ n let S( i )  be a finite subset of 27 such that the domain and 
range of Ti are over 27(i). We assume without loss of generality that 27(0 ~ 27(j) = 
for all i ~a j .  Let  ~--' be the AFLO generated by T = T O • / '1  u "" u T~.  Then  3 r '  
is principal and we claim that 3 7-' = J ' .  I t  is clear that Y D J " .  Further,  for each i, 
(T -  [')z~)*) = T i ,  yielding Ti E 3 - '  for every i, as required to establish J "  C oq-'. 
The  proof  of the fol lowing theorem illustrates a useful technique of alternation 
between languages and operations. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let ~ be a closed AFL  and Y the family of functions definable in .~'. 
Then ~ is a principal closed AFL  iff 3- is a principal AFLO.  
Proof. G ~ = L(J-) and .Y- is an AFLO by Theorem 4.2. Suppose .2 ~ is a principal closed 
AFL generated by someL0, where L0 C B* for B a finite subset of 2/. Let A be a finite subset of 
X', and let o be a pairing function mapping A • A onto a superset of B. Define an operation To 
by "y ~ To(x) iffx O y ~L0 ." Then the domain and range of To are contained in A* and To is 
defined by L0 9 We will show that T O generates the AFLO J ' .  Toward this end let J "  be the 
AFLO generated by To 9 It is clear that ~q" D oq-' since ~q" is an AFLO containing all operations 
definable in GO, and in particular To 9 To see that J "  D Y-, consider thatL( J")  is a closed AFL, 
and J "  is the family of functions definable in L(3"). Thus in particular To is definable in L(g-'), 
i.e., every language defining To is in L ( J ' ) .  Thus L0 ~L(J- '),  and we have L(.Y-') is a closed AFL 
containing Lo, yielding L(J- ')  ~ L(~q-). Finally 3- '  D ~- since each is the family of functions 
definable in the respective languages. 
Conversely, suppose ~Y- is a principal AFLO generated by some To. Then To is definable in 
the closed AFL, GO = L(J-). Let L 0 be a language in GO defining To, and let GO' be the closed 
AFL generated by {L0}. It is clear that GO D GO'. For the opposite containment, consider J "  the 
family of operations definable in GO'. 3"  is an AFLO containing To. Thus .Y-'D J -  and 
L(Y-') = .oVa' DL(J-) = GO as required to complete the proof. 
A_ straightforward relation between principal AFLO and AFLP  can be derived 
from the proof  of Theorem 3.2. The  special AFLP ,  ~ ,  constructed in that proof  
motivates the following definition. 
DEFINITION 5.3. Let  ~ be an AFLP .  ~ is said to have standard form over (27, A) 
i f~  has 2/as set of states, 2~ as set of input symbols, F = 27 u A as auxiliary symbols, 
with 27 n A ---- 9 and with g and f defined as follows. 
g(~) = ~, g (~)  = a; 
f (y ,  E) = y, f(y, a) = ya, f(o~, 3) = 
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for all a ~ 27, 7 ~ 27", 8 ~ A, o~ ~ D~ where D~ is a set over 278, and S~ is a finite subset 
of Z. 
(Intuitively, each symbol 8, of a possibly infinite set of symbols distinct from 27, 
is associated with a subset of words, D~, over a finite subset of 27.) I f  further, the set A 
is finite, 9 z is said to have finite standard form. 
THEOREM 5.3. A necessary and suj~cient condition for family 3- of operations 
to be computed by the linear-storage-bounded subfamily of an AFLP in finite standard 
form is that J" be a principal AFLO. 
Proof. Let ~ be an AFLP in finite standard form, with A = {1,..., n}, D, C 27i* ,
for i ---- 1,..., n. For each i, let A i ,  Bt be sets of new symbols and o be a pairing 
function from A i • B i onto 27i 9 Define Ti as follows: y e T,(x) iff x o y e Dt 9 Let 
be the principal AFLO generated by {T 1 ..... Tn}. Then we claim that ~d" = F(:P~). 
To establish the claim, note that each T i is computed by a processor Pt in ~ i  which 
uses its storage as an oracle for T i . (See Theorem 3.2 for the construction.) Thus 
F (~)  is an AFLO containing every T i ,  and therefore it contains oq-. 
For the opposite containment, consider that J -  D F(~2) by the simulation described 
in Theorem 3.2. And since Y is closed under k-bounded factoring, ~-D F (~)  by 
the argument of Theorem 3.3. 
Conversely, let f be a principal AFLO generated by T o . Let ~ be the AFLP 
in finite standard form with A ~ {8}; D~ = {x 9 y ]y ~ T0(x)} for 9 an appropriate 
pairing function; and with f(~, 8) = e for a ~ D, .  Then J -  ~- F(~1) by the previous 
argument. 
A question which naturally arises and which we consider briefly in Section 6 is that 
of the relation between principal AFL  and principal closed AFL. 
6. APPLICATIONS 
The theory developed in the previous sections is immediately applicable to the 
writing acceptors defined by Mager [5] and Giuliano [6], as well as to linear bounded 
automata computing with respect to oracles. Writing acceptors are considered 
informally in this section. Other possible sources of application may be found in 
[12, 13, 14]. Finally, some unanswered questions are indicated. 
A "writing pushdown acceptor" (wpda), as its name implies, is a two-way pushdown 
acceptor which is capable of writing on its input tape, without changing the length 
of the input. It is clear that every wpda is equivalent o some lba to which has been 
added a pushdown store. It  is equally clear that the information function g and trans- 
formation function f defined below simulate the action of a pushdown store. 
Let K, 27, and F be fixed infinite sets of symbols. We now require that L, r $ be 
distinct symbols in / "  and that 27 C / "  - -  (L, r $}. 
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Define 
for all 
g(E) -~ E, g(ya) = a; 
f(~', ~) = V, f(~,, a) = ;ca, f(~/a, L)  -~ V 
a c P - -  {L} ,  y e 11. .  
I f  we think of the pushdown store as a horizontal tape then an "E" instruction 
corresponds to a "stand still" operation at the top or rightmost symbol of the store; 
L corresponds to a "left move" which erases the rightmost symbol; while a symbol 
a =~ L corresponds to an addition of a to the right of the store. 
Let ~ be the AFLP with respect o g and f. Then ~ is equivalent o the family d'[ 
of all wpda having states chosen from K, working symbols chosen from / " -  {L}, 
and input symbols chosen from X, in the sense given by (i) and (ii) below. 
(i) Given M ~dr there is a processor P e ~ such that P accepts the same 
language as M and y 6 Fp(x) iff in a process of accepting x, M transforms r into ~Y3, 
where ~ and/3 are in F. 
(ii) Given P ~ ~ there is a wpda M which accepts the same language as P, 
and r is transformed into o~y/3 in a process of accepting x iffy ~Fv(x  ). 
Since by definition a wpda is an acceptor, Mager was concerned only with its role 
as an acceptor which writes in the process of accepting. The input-output relation 
was not considered. His use of endmarker symbols, which are distinct from the input 
alphabet but which can be written on in the course of the operation of the wpda, 
prevents a more direct formulation of equivalence between ~ and J/r as families of 
devices for computing functions. It is dear, however, that ~ and J{  accept he same 
family of languages. The family .CP of wpda languages i  therefore a closed AFL by 
Corollary 4.2, and the family of functions J"  definable in ~o is an AFLO. By a result 
of Ginsburg and Rose [9], the wpda languages are a principal AFL. Thus ~ is a 
principal closed AFL, and if" is a principal AFLO. 
Results concerning storage-bounded subfamilies of ~ also hold for Jr Those for 
linear and exponential bounds, however, are trivial since a linear-storage-bounded 
wpda can be simulated by an lba, while every language accepted by a wpda is accepted 
by some wpda in storage bounded by an exponential function of the input length. 
In fact this entire discussion may well be trivial since the question as to whether or 
not the wpda languages are strictly greater than the context-sensitive is still open. 
By a result of Knuth and Bigelow in 1967 [10], the family of word-sets accepted 
by two-way deterministic stack acceptors properly contains the context-sensitive 
languages. Thus the "writing stack acceptors" introduced by Giuliano accept languages 
which are not context-sensitive. A "writing stack acceptor" (wsa) is a two-way 
nondeterministie stack acceptor which can print on its input tape. It is clear that 
each wsa can be simulated by some lba with an auxiliary stack. Again it is clear that 
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the information and transformation functions, g and f given below, will simulate the 
storage operation of a stack automaton, for appropriate definition of domain alphabets. 
g(~) = ,, g(ou~r) = a; 
f (y,  e) ---- r, f (~b7,  R)  = o~ag-y, f(c~a~r/, L) = o~bT, 
f(,m~, E) = ted, f ( , ,  a) = ~, f(~,~, b) = ea~. 
In a manner similar to that for wpda it can be shown that the family of wsa is 
equivalent to an AFLP. Since Giuliano [6] has shown that the wsa languages constitute 
a principal AFL,  we have immediately that the wsa languages are a principal closed 
AFL.  
Finally, the theory developed in this paper suggests at least two areas of further 
investigation. First, is it possible to characterize the family of functions computed 
by an AFLP in unbounded storage ?By Lemma 3.1, every AFLP computes an AFLO. 
But given an AFLO,  are there closure properties which identify it as the family of 
output functions of some AFLP ? 
The second area is that of the relation between principal AFL  and principal 
closed AFL. It has been established by Wegbreit [11] and independently by Ginsburg 
and Rose [9] that the family of context-sensitive languages i a principal AFL. Thus 
there exists a language L such that the smallest AFL  containing it is also a closed AFL,  
namely the smallest closed AFL,  L(9~0). The writing stack acceptor languages provide 
another example of a principal AFL  which is also closed. On the other hand, every 
principal AFL  which does not contain the context-sensitive languages i  an example 
of a principal AFL  which is not closed. In the light of a further result of Wegbreit [11], 
that the deterministic ontext-sensitive languages are a principal AFL,  the open 
question of whether or not every context-sensitive language is deterministic reduces 
to that of whether or not the family of deterministic ontext-sensitive languages is 
closed. 
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